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WRIST CANDY

MEMORY LANE Gucci Creative Director 
Alessandro Michele is a crusader of 1970s flair. Looking to the past to 
envision the future has become one of his design signatures, making 
him one of fashion’s greatest trailblazers. And his latest homage to the 
period follows suit: The Grip is a timepiece with serious retro style. It 
moves away from traditional watch faces with simple steel and PVD 
cases, and three windows indicating hour, minute and date. While 
the Grip is subdued, it’s still an eye-catcher. The easily recognizable 
nature of the fashion house is highlighted by strap options that include 
engraved GG bracelets and a green alligator band. The simplistic 
elegance of the design makes it a genderless model—ideal for anyone 
sliding it on their wrist. Michele’s updated yet nostalgic take on the 
quintessential watch is poised to take center stage during your next 
power handshake. –Julie D’Alessandro

Grip timepiece, $1,900, Gucci, The Forum Shops at Caesars

GLOW ON!
By Emmy Kasten

YouTube sensation and local entrepreneur Heather Marianna opened Beauty Kitchen 
Boutique (beautykitchen.net) in Boulder City, Nev., last November, and it’s easy to see 

why her 100% plant-based and vegan products are attracting celebrities around the 
world. Here, the DIY beauty expert shares her top picks for fall.

BEAUTY BEAT

DAILY SPF 30 MOISTURIZER 
($25) “Many people think 

sunscreen is a summer thing only, 
and they are so wrong. Harmful 

UV rays that cause skin cancer and 
skin damage are always present—
regardless if it’s hot or cold out.” PUMPKIN ENZYME PEEL MASK ($23)PUMPKIN ENZYME PEEL MASK ($23)

“Pumpkin is a superfood for our skin (and a 
fall staple). This powerful face mask promotes 
healing (especially in this hot LV desert) and 

promotes circulation for a radiant complexion.”

GREEN TEA EYE GELS GREEN TEA EYE GELS GREEN TEA EYE GELS 
($5.25)($5.25) “This is one of my  “This is one of my 

best sellers. It depuffs, tones, best sellers. It depuffs, tones, best sellers. It depuffs, tones, 
brightens and reduces the brightens and reduces the brightens and reduces the 

appearance of undereye bags appearance of undereye bags appearance of undereye bags 
and wrinkles. Plus, the cooling and wrinkles. Plus, the cooling and wrinkles. Plus, the cooling 

sensation feels so euphoric.”sensation feels so euphoric.”sensation feels so euphoric.”

RED SEAWEED NECK AND FACE 
TIGHTENING GEL ($45) “The neck 
is a spot that we often neglect in our 
beauty routines (and one of the areas on 
our body that shows age first). Red algae, 
aka the “firming seaweed,” promotes 
hydration, collagen and elasticity.”

MARIONBERRY 
MARTINI ANTI-

AGING GEL MASK 
($45) “I love this 

because it’s lightweight, 
versatile and smells 

like my favorite craft 
cocktail. It can be used 

as a nourishing face 
mask, light moisturizer, 

eye gel or soothing 
body gel.”
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